About Transaction Wizard

Welcome to Transaction Wizard by More4Apps.
We developed this tool in response to demand from Oracle Projects users for a user friendly and robust
spreadsheet tool to load transactions into Oracle Projects module.
Transaction Wizard is a VBA program embedded in a Microsoft Excel workbook. It is a close cousin to
Budget Wizard and Project Wizard, also More4Apps products for the Oracle Projects module, and shares
the same look and feel.
IMPORTANT
The spreadsheet will not function properly without completing the installation steps. Please read these
before attempting to operate the spreadsheet.
Features
All options are available on a ribbon. Double-clicking in the spreadsheet also loads the relevant forms.
Forms are available allowing you to create the Batch Header and Transactions using Lists of Values
from the database. These are optional and you can simply type, import or paste the values into the
spreadsheet.
You can upload Transactions one at a time, a selected range, entire worksheet or even multiple sheets.
The program is flexible about the spreadsheet layout. You can move, delete or hide unwanted columns.
One sheet equals one batch.
You may submit batches of transactions for import from the interface table into PA.
You can resubmit ‘Rejected’ batches and delete ‘Rejected’ or ‘Pending’ batches.
You can create your own additional business specific validation by writing your own code into a custom
validation package.
This program is supported on E-Business Suite 11.5.10 onwards (i.e. 11.5.10, 12.0.*, 12.1.*, 12.2.*).
On request we may be able to supply versions of our tools on prior releases of Oracle (i.e. many
products are also available for 11.5.9).
If you encounter any problems or have any suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact ‘More4Apps’ at
https://www.more4apps.com/request-technical-assistance/
Trial Version
The trial version of this program is fully functional and has no time-out. It does however only upload
five transactions at a time before stopping. To continue the upload you must log the program into the
database again. The forms and batch control features are not constrained in the Trial Version at all.
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Overview – Steps to Loading Transaction Wizard
Once Transaction Wizard has been installed for your instance of Oracle Applications, the following steps
outline the basic procedure for loading Transaction information using Transaction Wizard.
Steps to load Transaction Information:
1.

Open the workbook and Login – Connect to your Oracle Applications instance.
Refer to section: Logging In and Out
Refer to section: Security

2.

Set up the Template (select the relevant sections and fields).
Refer to section: Set up the Template

3.

Click on the ‘New Sheet’ button.
This can be found on the Transaction Wizard Ribbon.

4.

Create and/or Update the Transaction information.

5.

Refer to section: Enter Transactions
Upload the Transactions.
Refer to section: Upload Transactions
Refer to section: Submit Transaction Interface Concurrent Program

6.

Correct errors after uploading the Transactions.
This step is only required if there are errors.
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation

There are also several reference sections in this document for further information:
•

Ribbons

•

Employee Name or Employee Number

•

Descriptive Flexfields

•

Profile Options

•

Customize Your List of Values

•

Additional Validation

•

Trouble Shooting

•

Licence Keys, Named Users & Installation

•

Release Notes
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Logging In and Out
This section is common to all of our tools.
Click link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Logging In and Out
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Security
If you do not have access to the highlighted function below (Expenditures> Pre Approved Batches>
Enter) in your selected responsibility, you will be unable to submit Transactions for Import:

If in your selected responsibility you are excluded from entering certain transactions (e.g. burden
transactions, expense reports, inventory transactions, timecards, usage logs, work in process and/
or miscellaneous transactions), you will be stopped from performing these operations in Transaction
Wizard.
You will get the following message:
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Set up the Template
This section is common to all of our tools.
Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Customize the Template Sheet.
Default Values
Transaction Wizard provides you with the ability to enter Default Values in Row 10.
(Refer to section: Default Values)
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Enter Transactions
Transaction Wizard allows users to load transactions into Oracle Projects module using MS Excel
functionality. Transactions in this context refer to inbound cost transactions charged to projects, not
outbound transactions such as invoices to customers. This Wizard allows you to import transaction
data such as expense reports, inventory transactions, timecards, usages, work-in-process and/or
miscellaneous transactions into Oracle Projects.
The Transaction Wizard worksheet has two forms – ‘Batch Header Values’ form and ‘Transaction Details’
form and several columns for entering data. To enter a transaction, you need a ‘Batch Name’ and
transaction details in the worksheet before uploading the transactions.
During installation a profile option will have been created to stop the Transaction Wizard from accepting
dates for transactions that are not in Open PA Periods. Refer to the Profile Options section of this
document to implement this feature.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Methods of Entering Data into the Worksheet
Batch Header
Enter Transaction Details
Create Adjustment Transactions
Default Values
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Methods of Entering Data into the Worksheet
There are two ways to populate information in the worksheet:
a)

Import, type or paste data directly into the cells provided. No validation is performed until you run
the upload program or open the ‘Transaction Details’ form.

b)

Use the ‘Batch Header Values’ form to enter the batch header details and then use the ‘Transaction
Details’ form to enter detailed information about the transaction. Data is validated and lists of values
are available.
To enter data in this way first position your cursor on the row you wish to contain the transaction data.
Then double-click in one of the cells or alternatively click on the ribbon icon.

Refer to section: Batch Header
Refer to section: Enter Transaction Details
Refer to section: Default Values
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Batch Header
Every transaction loaded requires a Batch Name. This Batch Name contains no functionality except to
allow you to put a label on transactions entered via the interface. You can enter your own unique Batch
Name or allow the Wizard to create one automatically (the default is ‘username and worksheet name’ eg
‘SERVICES Sheet1’).
To enter the batch details, you can either:
1. Type or paste in the relevant values into the table provided.

OR
2. Use the ‘Batch Header Values’ form provided. To use the form, double click in the table provided or
click on the ‘Forms’ icon and select ‘Batch Header Settings’ from the ribbon.

The following form will display:

The ‘Batch Name’ field is mandatory. ‘Week Ending Date’ if used, confines the sheet data to item
dates that fall within the expenditure week indicated. If left blank you are allowed ANY item date.
Refer to section: Methods of Entering Data into the Worksheet
Refer to section: Enter Transaction Details
Refer to section: Default Values
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Enter Transaction Details
Transaction Wizard allows defaults to be set for transactions in a batch and any data entered into row
10 will allow the other rows to automatically share that data. Once the default is set the user can either
enter different data into rows below row 10 or leave blank to accept the default. Row 10 is NOT loaded
into the interface table.
Refer to section: Default Values

There are a number of columns in this Wizard that are not available in the Wizard data entry form. This
is intentional. As this Wizard has been tuned to be a quick loader it has the bare minimum columns
in the form. Having all columns available in the form where many are dependent on the instance,
confirmation would be complex and potentially effect the performance of the Wizard.
This set of columns functions similarly to the Batch and Expenditure header zone on the Oracle Projects
‘Pre-Approved Transaction’ entry form. It sets the parameters for Transaction Source, Expenditure Type
Class, Business Group, Organization and or Employee Number.
To enter transaction data either enter data directly into the columns or position your cursor on the row
(below row 10) you wish to contain the Transaction data and double-click or click on the ‘Forms’ icon and
select ‘Transaction Details’ on the ribbon.

a) Transaction Settings
Click on the ‘Forms’ icon and select ‘Transaction Details’ and the ‘Transaction Details’ form will
display:
Main tab
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Enter the details relevant for your transaction. The selections available will be different depending
on what ‘Expend Type Class’ is selected:
Choose a ‘Batch Source’.
‘Expend Type Class’ will populate depending on the ‘Batch Source’ chosen, but this can be
overridden.
‘Item Date’ will populate to today’s date but can be changed.
Because the Batch Header settings are only optional defaults, it is possible to leave any or all of the
other fields blank. The Header form will accept the valid settings without enforcing any particular
item. Erroneous items will not be accepted. Upload functions and the ‘Transaction Details’ form will
look for overrides first and then defaults if they exist to apply to each transaction.
There are also line-level settings for most of the Batch Header settings. Any Batch Header settings
are only used as defaults and are overridden by any of these special override columns if populated.
Some buttons may not be available depending where in the process the transaction is. The buttons
on this form are:
Ok – The Wizard will enter the transaction onto the spreadsheet for uploading at a later stage.
Cancel – This clears the data you have just entered into the form, and then closes the form.
Toggle Up and Down arrows – The user can toggle to the next/previous record to add/update
another transaction.
Note: Unfortunately the use of the columns is not intuitive for some Transaction Source options.
For example, if you wish to enter costed amounts you must use the ‘Denom Raw Cost’ column and
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not ‘Raw Cost’. It is an impossible task for us to provide templates for every variety of Transaction
Source so we have to leave it to you to experiment. Ask More4Apps if you need further assistance.
b) Accounted Details
Click on the ‘Accounted Details’ tab - the following screen will display:

You can record ‘Accounted’ GL code combinations in this screen. You may enter the full account
code combination in the form (eg. 11-222-3333-444). You must use your correct delimiter for your
chart of accounts, whether it be ‘.’ or ‘–‘ or some other character. Or you can choose an account
combination or an alias through the LOVs.

You may also use the CCID value. Transaction Wizard will detect an ID as opposed to an account
combination and validate this accordingly.
Refer to section: Methods of Entering Data into the Worksheet
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Refer to section: Batch Header
Refer to section: Default Values
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Attachments
Transaction Wizard enables the loading of Attachments against the Expenditure level, not individual
transactions.
Note - You can upload multiple Attachments for the same Expenditure.
To enable this functionality you must have the ‘Attachment’ section displayed in your worksheet.

Put the cursor on a row where you have already uploaded the transaction into Oracle.
Click the ‘Forms’ icon and select ‘Expenditure Attachments’ from the LOVs or double-click in the
Attachments section to open the form.

When the form opens, the user can select one of four Data Types – File, Short Text, Long Text or Web
Page.
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Select the Category from the list of values and enter a Description (optional).
Enter other relevant information.
Click the ‘Upload Now’ button if you wish to create the attachment against the transaction in Oracle now.
The form will close and the ‘Attach Status’ will now read Accepted. The attachment will now be visible
in Oracle.
If you don’t want to create the Attachment now, click the ‘Ok’ button and the form will close and write
the information into the cells in the worksheet.
To upload Attachments for Expenditures:
1) Be in a sheet where you have already uploaded Expenditures and not yet uploaded the associated
Attachments.
2) Add the Attachment details for each of the records using the data entry ‘Attachments’ form or type
the information directly into the worksheet cells.
3) There are two options to upload the Attachments:
(i) Click the 'Refresh' icon on the Transaction Wizard ribbon. This will establish which of the
transactions have been uploaded into Oracle and identify those that have attachments awaiting
upload.
The following message will appear:
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Click ‘Yes’ and the attachment(s) will be created against the transactions in Oracle. The 'Attach
Status' column in your worksheet will read Accepted and the attachments will now be visible in
Oracle.
Note – This will only upload attachments relating to the records you have just refreshed, not all
that are available for upload on the sheet.
OR
(ii) Click the ‘Attachments’ icon on the Transaction Wizard ribbon and select ‘Upload All Attachments’
or ‘Upload Selected Attachments’ from the LOVs:

Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Attachments
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Download Transactions using the Custom Query Ribbon

Transaction Wizard has our latest flexible downloading option available in a separate 'Custom Query' ribbon.

Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon for more information on each button.
This feature allows users to run pre-defined queries created by their Administrators where they are assigned
to the same Oracle Responsibility being used in the Wizard.
This powerful download option enables the simple mapping of Oracle E-Business Suite data directly into
the appropriate Wizard columns, making subsequent uploading a breeze.
The pre-defined queries can include run-time filters or you can add you own additional filters before
downloading the data.

There are three main user buttons available on the Custom Query ribbon:

a) Download Form - Where additional filters can be added using a form.
b) Download from Sheet - Where sheet criteria is used for additional download filters.
c)

Print Column Headers - Where the column headers are printed to the worksheet.

Note - The other ribbon buttons in the 'Custom Query' ribbon section are only available to users with
System Administrator access:

d) Manage Queries – Where queries can be built and modified. Note that security access and profile
options may be required in order to use the functionality from this option. To set this up please refer
to our Functionality Security documentation.
e) Load From File – Used to import queries from other instances.

Information on how to use these options to Create, Maintain, and Assign Query Sets, can be
found on the More4Apps website Common User Instructions: Custom Query Add-In
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This functionality can be suppressed by setting the profile option ‘More4Apps: TW Suppress Custom
Query Functionality’ to ‘Yes’ at the user, responsibility or site level.
When this profile option is set (at the appropriate level) selection of any custom query icon will produce
a message of ‘The custom query functionality has been disabled by your System Administrator. Please
contact your System Administrator’.
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers
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Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Use the Download form to select a pre-defined query to run where you want to use additional filters that
don't exist in the query definition.
1. Select ‘Download Form’ option from the Custom Query ribbon.

2. Choose the Query Set from the dropdown list provided.

3. On the ‘Settings’ tab indicate if you will be using existing Column Headers and if so in what row they
are held. If using your existing worksheet they will be in row 9.

4. Add a filter first and then complete the appropriate details in the filter fields for each query and click
the 'Add' button to create the run-time filter.
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The filter will be added to the filter box and you can ad more filters as required or you can choose to
enter no filters.
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5. Click the 'Download' to run the query and write the data into the worksheet.
Note - To ensure data is downloaded into the appropriate columns in the sheet, ensure your System
Administrator uses column aliases in the select statement that map exactly to Wizard columns.
For example, this Wizard column can be aliased using either of these formats:

select name "Batch Name" from gl_je_batches
select name batch_name from gl_je_batches
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers
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Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet
Use the 'Download from Sheet' option to select a pre-defined query to run where you want to use additional
filters by using data entered in Wizard columns:
1. If the worksheet doesn’t already have the column headings, follow the step below, otherwise skip to
Step 2.
Select ‘Print Column Headers’ option from the Custom Query ribbon.

Select the ‘Query Set’ and confirm the row number to print the headings on:

Click ‘Continue’ to print the column headings from your Query Set into the nominated row.
Note – If copying into a More4Apps Wizard, the Column Headings MUST be on Row 9.
2. Click on a blank row below the column headings. Be sure to click below the ‘Default Values’ (Row 10)
if you are intending to download the data into a More4Apps Wizard template.
3. If you want to apply a filter to your download, enter the details in the appropriate column of your
worksheet and highlight the rows covering these details as shown in the following screenshot:
Enter your filter data in the appropriate Wizard columns on the same row.
Example screenshot Price List Wizard:
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4. Click the ‘Download from Sheet’ button on the Custom Query ribbon.

5. Choose the appropriate Query Set and then click on the ‘Download’ button.

Note – The column names used by the query are dictated by the ‘Setting’ tab of the ‘Download Form’
as illustrated below. This should be 9 if you are downloading to a Wizard template.

Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers
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Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers
Use the 'Print Column Headers' option to write the column names from the selected query into a worksheet.
This can be any worksheet and doesn't need to be in a Wizard format. It is a useful method to first create
column headers and then write data into the same sheet using either of the above 'Download' buttons.
1. Create a new Worksheet.
2. Click the 'Print Column Headers' button.

3. Select the appropriate Query Set and Row number to print the headings in.

4. Click 'Continue' to write the column headings.
Note: Column headers are pasted into the nominated row commencing in column ‘A’.
5. You can now use the download options to write information into the sheet.
Note:
(a) You will need to have your cursor below Row 10.
(b) If you are using a ‘Non Wizard’ worksheet then you will need to dictate where you have created
the headings. For example, in the screenshot above the headings will have been written to
Row 1 so you need to ensure the query uses this row to determine the column names. This is
provided on the ‘Settings’ tab of the Download form.
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet
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Upload Transactions

There are two steps that need to be completed before data is available in Oracle Projects:
Step One – Upload the transaction(s) into the Transaction Interface Table.
When uploading the transactions, you can choose from the ribbon:

Multi Sheet – Use this option to upload all selected sheets in the open workbook. Note that this option
can be blocked using a profile option in Oracle. For more details on this please refer to the Profile
Options section in this document.
Single Sheet – Use this option to upload transactions from the current worksheet.
There are two upload options available:

Validate only – Validates the data only and does not upload it to the interface table.
Validate and Upload – Validates before uploading the data to the interface table.
Validation is ALWAYS performed on any values in the Header section and Employee Names, Batch
Sources, Expenditure Types, and Non-Labor Resources, regardless of the ribbon setting.
Step Two – Import the data from the Transaction Interface Table into Oracle Projects. Once this step is
completed successfully then you are able to view the transaction(s) in Oracle Projects.
The steps in this section are to upload the transaction/s into the Transaction Interface Table.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Upload Single Transaction
Upload Selected Transactions
Upload All Transactions on Current Sheet
Upload All Transactions on Selected Sheets
Error Handling and Validation
Submit Transaction Interface Concurrent Program
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Upload Single Transaction
Place your cursor anywhere on a row containing the transaction you wish to upload.
To Validate only – select Validate only, otherwise choose Validate and Upload from the Wizard
ribbon.
Click the ‘Upload’ icon and then select ‘Upload selected Transactions’ on the ribbon.

Once data is entered you can click the Validate only or Validate and Upload button. ‘Validate only’
will only validate the data. ‘Validate and Upload’ will validate then upload the data for that transaction
to the interface table.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Upload Selected Transactions
Upload All Transactions on Current Sheet
Upload All Transactions on Selected Sheets
Error Handling and Validation
Submit Transaction Interface Concurrent Program
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Upload Selected Transactions
Use the cursor to select your range of transactions to upload, making sure you have included the first line
of each transaction to be uploaded.
Transaction Wizard looks through the spreadsheet only between the top and bottom of the range you have
indicated.
If you have selected a range and only included the first line of the last transaction to be uploaded,
Transaction Wizard will continue past the end of the selected range if necessary to complete the last
transaction. The columns selected are NOT important.
To Validate only – select Validate only, otherwise choose Validate and Upload from the Wizard ribbon.
Click the ‘Upload’ icon and select ‘Upload selected Transactions’ on the ribbon.

Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Upload Single Transaction
Upload All Transactions on Current Sheet
Upload All Transactions on Selected Sheets
Error Handling and Validation
Submit Transaction Interface Concurrent Program
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Upload All Transactions on Current Sheet
To Validate only – select Validate only, otherwise choose Validate and Upload from the Wizard
ribbon.
Click the ‘Upload’ icon and select ‘Upload all Transactions on current Sheet’ on the ribbon.

This upload option ignores the cursor location and goes straight to row 11 to begin uploading. It ignores
Accepted and Pending rows.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Upload Single Transaction
Upload Selected Transactions
Upload All Transactions on Selected Sheets
Error Handling and Validation
Submit Transaction Interface Concurrent Program
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Upload All Transactions on Selected Sheets
To Validate only – Select Validate only, otherwise choose Validate and Upload from the Wizard ribbon.
Click the ‘Upload’ icon and select ‘Upload all Transactions on selected Sheets’ on the ribbon.

This upload option ignores the cursor location and goes straight to row 11 to begin uploading. It ignores
Accepted and Pending rows.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Upload Single Transaction
Upload Selected Transactions
Upload All Transactions on Current Sheet
Error Handling and Validation
Submit Transaction Interface Concurrent Program
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Error Handling and Validation
There are two levels of validation:
•

Spreadsheet Validation - The ‘Batch Header Settings’ and ‘Transaction Details’ forms validate the data
using lists of values, date formats, field lengths and some other field level validation.

•

Upload Validation - The upload process will perform the spreadsheet validation above as well as the
validation within the API.

Data keyed directly into the worksheet (not via the ‘Batch Header Settings’ and ‘Transaction Details’
forms) will be validated when it is uploaded. If you wish to check anything before it is uploaded, simply
open the form. If you have removed or renamed a compulsory column you will be informed.
Refer to section: Status and Message Columns
Refer to section: Correcting Errors and Reloading
Refer to section: Submit Transaction Interface Concurrent Program
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Status and Message Columns
Every worksheet will be created with an ‘Interface Line ID’ (which is used to store the ID from the
transaction record), ‘Transaction Status’ and ‘Rejection Reason’ column.
The ‘Transaction Status’ is used to record the overall status for each transaction. The ‘Transaction
Status’ may be:
Status Explanation

Status
Blank
Validated

Prior to running the validate/upload process.
All the information for this transaction is pre-validated before the transaction is
uploaded.

Pending

All the information for this transaction is uploaded to the interface table ready fo
importing into Oracle Projects.

Accepted

All the information for this transaction has been successfully loaded into Oracle
Projects.

Rejected

All the information for this transaction has not been successfully loaded into Ora
Projects.

Deleted

All the information for this transaction has been deleted from the interface table

The ‘Rejection Reason’ column is used to record any warning or error messages resulting from the
validate/upload process e.g. ‘The Quantity column MUST be populated’.
In the following example, one transaction was rejected with the message ‘The expenditure item date is
not within the active dates of the project’. All other transactions were successfully processed.

Refer to section: Correcting Errors and Reloading
Refer to section: Submit Transaction Interface Concurrent Program
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Correcting Errors and Reloading
Correcting Rejected Data
If you have a Rejected status in the status column, you need to read the message in the ‘Rejection
Reason’ column and investigate the data. The error messages relate to data on the same row in the
relevant section.
To correct the information either key directly into the worksheet or open the ‘Transaction Details’ form.
Once the data has been corrected you can choose to either upload one row, selected rows or the entire
worksheet and all records will successfully be transferred into Oracle Projects. They will have Accepted
as an Upload Status.
Refer to section: Upload Transactions

Delete Transactions
Delete Batch Transactions
If for any reason you want to delete a Pending or Rejected transaction batch (ie uploaded into the
interface table but not yet imported in Oracle Projects) there is functionality provided to do so ie this
does not include Accepted records. An ‘Update’ facility is not available for the interface table.

To delete a Transaction Batch, click the ‘Delete Batch Transaction’ icon or ‘Control Transaction Batches’
icon on the ribbon. This opens the ‘Batch Control’ form.

Select the batch required from the LOVs and click the ‘Delete Batch’ button. This will work for both
Pending and Rejected transaction batches.
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Delete Selected Transactions
If you wish to delete selected transactions in a batch and not the whole batch, click the ‘Delete Selected
Transaction’ icon on the ribbon.
Refer to section: Status and Message Columns
Refer to section: Submit Transaction Interface Concurrent Program
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Submit Transaction Interface Concurrent Program
Once you have loaded your data into the interface table successfully, you are ready to import the
Transactions into Oracle Projects. Click the ‘Control Transaction Batches’ icon on the ribbon.

The following form will appear:

Click on the down arrow to choose the batch you wish to import. The default naming convention of the
Batch is ‘Username and Worksheet Name’ (eg SERVICES Sheet 2).
Once you have completed your selection click on ‘Submit’ to start the import. This will run the Standard
Projects Import program. It will advise you of the concurrent program request number.

To check the status of your concurrent program, click on the ‘View Concurrent Requests’ icon on the ribbon.

A view of the Oracle Concurrent Request screen will display:
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Once the import has ‘Completed’ you can close the screen and click the ‘Refresh’ button from the
ribbon. This refreshes the interface status and will show the successfully Accepted records as green or
Rejected as red with the line error message as appropriate.

Refer to section: Enter Transactions
Refer to section: Upload Transactions
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation
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Ribbons
Transaction Wizard release 1.5.0 and above uses ribbons which are documented in this section.
There are three ribbons for Transaction Wizard:
Transaction Wizard - Setup Ribbon is used to help set up the Wizard.
Transaction Wizard Ribbon is used to carry out functions when working in your workbook.
Custom Query Ribbon is used to download records to Excel.
The menus are also available using the right mouse click functionality within Excel. If you press the right
mouse button you will see the Transaction Wizard ribbon options.
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Refer to section: Transaction Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Transaction Wizard Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon
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Transaction Wizard - Setup Ribbon

The following table provides a quick reference to the Transaction Wizard - Setup Ribbon and its functions.
Excel 2007 or Later

Icon

Description/Functionality

Setup Visibility

Once your setup is done you may not want your users to change
the set-up so you can hide the setup ribbon.
There are three options:
Show at Start-up – The setup menu always appears.
Hide at Start-up – The setup menu is hidden but can be found
using:
View > Macros > ShowWizardToolbars
Hide permanently – The setup menu is hidden and cannot be
displayed. Revert back to a copy of the original workbook to
display the menu.
Alternatively, you can raise a support case via our website and
attach the Wizard you are using and we will be able to reinstate
the ribbon and return this version to you.

Login Method

Choose one of three methods for logging in:
Standard Login – This will use single sign-on where available.
Alternative Login – This will use application level sign-on.
Standard Login (SSO Bypass) – This will use Single Sign-On
Bypass and can be used if you have SSO installed but want to
bypass the SSO mechanism. The user will be authenticated to the
internal FND_USERS table rather than the external SSO.

Debug Upload

For the 4x ‘Debug Upload’ options mentioned below, the user will
be under instruction from More4Apps Support (used for Support
purposes only). The default value is ‘Debug off’ unless instructed
by More4Apps to change:
Debug off – Disables any of the above options that are enabled.
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Debug mode – Turns on the More4Apps debug facility to
generate debug messages to assist with product troubleshooting.
DB Trace mode – Generates a database trace for database
Version 9i.
End to End Trace – Database trace generated for performance
analysis and product troubleshooting.
End to End Trace Unlimited Size - This option allows the
maximum size of trace files created whilst debugging to become
unlimited. This resolves the scenario when trace files are too
large that they were being truncated.
A message box will be displayed when this option is chosen
allowing the user to cancel and not set the trace off:
“Please only use this under More4Apps advice. A very large trace
file may be created. If you are unsure, please use the End to
End Trace’ option rather than the ‘End to End Trace Unlimited
Size’ option”.
Refer to section: Common User Topics

Format Sheet

Show or Hide Template Sheet. If you modify the template
worksheet, subsequent worksheets created using the ‘New Sheet’
button will be based on this template.

Customize LOVs

This icon will allow you to customize your list of values.

Store Password

You can protect your worksheet after data-entry to prevent
further changes. However, you must store the password in order
to use the upload/validate functions.
Click on this icon and store the password that you have used to
protect the worksheet.
For further information refer to
Common User Instructions: Worksheet Protection

Number Format

Record the format of the current cell to use numeric values for the
amount columns in the Wizard. You need to save the spreadsheet
to keep the setting.
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Export URL

Export Login Configuration Settings to New Sheet.
The login configuration allows you to store links to multiple
instances of Oracle Applications. Create a new blank sheet (insert
worksheet) and click on this icon. The current login configuration
will be copied into cell A1. This can then be copied into another
workbook (into cell A1) and imported using the option below.

Import URL

Import Login Configuration Setting from Current Sheet.
The login configuration that has been copied into cell A1 of the
current sheet will be used to set up the list of instances available
in this workbook.

Refer to section: Transaction Wizard Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon
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Transaction Wizard Ribbon

The following table provides a quick reference to the Transaction Wizard Ribbon and its functions.

Excel 2007 or Later

Icon

Log In/Log Out

Description/Functionality

This will either log you into or out of EBS depending on your status
(terminate or reinstate your Oracle database connection).
The icon will change depending on your current status. If you are
currently logged in then the icon will show as ‘Log Out’. If you are
not logged in the icon will show as ‘Log In’.

About

Displays product and package version information along with
licencing and usage data.
You need to click on this button to load a new licence key or modify/
add a user of the Wizard.

Show/Hide Login Info

New Sheet

This icon toggles the display of the ‘Login Info’ information on the
ribbon.

A new sheet will be created based on the master template sheet.
If you have not modified the master template (using the ‘Edit
Template’ icon) all columns available will be displayed. If you have
modified the master template, your new worksheets will include
these changes.
Refer to section: Set up the Template

Batch Header Settings

A form to enter the batch header information will display. You do not
have to use this form, you can copy and paste or key directly into
the cells of the worksheet if you prefer.
If you do use this form, you can make use of the ‘Lists of Values’ and
other validation as you are entering data.

Transaction Details
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A form to enter the transaction information will display. You do not
have to use this form, you can copy and paste or key directly into
the cells if you prefer.
If you do use this form, you can make use of the ‘Lists of Values’ and
other validation as you are entering data.

Expenditure
Attachments

DFF Form

A form will open to enable an attachment to be entered against the
current record.

A form will open to enable the flexfield information to be entered
against the fields.
You do not have to use this form, you can copy and paste or key directly
into the fields if you prefer.

Validate Option

Choose one of two methods for uploading transactions:
Validate and Upload – Enables you to validate and load the records
into Oracle.
Validate only – This option will validate the records but not load
them into Oracle.
This selection is used in conjunction with the ‘Upload selected
Transactions’ icon, the ‘Upload all Transactions on current Sheet’ icon
and ‘Upload all Transactions on selected Sheets’ icon (below).

WorkSheet Option

Choose one of two methods for uploading worksheet data:
Multi Sheet – Will upload to the interface table, all worksheets in
workbook.
Single Sheet – Will upload to the interface table, only the active
worksheet.

Employee Preference

Choose one of two methods for displaying employee details in the
‘Transaction Details’ form:
Use Employee Name – Will show employee name on the
spreadsheet and form.
Use Employee Number – Will show employee number on the
spreadsheet and form.
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Upload selected
Transactions

The selected transactions (as indicated by the cursor) will be validated/
loaded into the interface table.

Upload all Transactions All transactions on the current sheet (that have not already been
on current Sheet
processed) will be validated/loaded into the interface table.

Upload all Transactions This option allows the user to upload data on selected sheet/s to the
on selected Sheets
interface table. This selection is used in conjunction with the ‘Multi
and Single Sheet’ option (above).

Attachments

Clear Status Column

Allows users to Upload All Attachments or Upload Selected
Attachments to Oracle.

This icon enables you to remove status column information from the
worksheet.
This is helpful if you have downloaded an existing record and would
like to clear the ID’s to enable you to use this as a template to create
a new record.

Delete Batch Transaction This button will enable you to delete batch transactions from the
interface table.
Refer to section: Correcting Errors and Reloading
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Delete Selected
Transaction

Control Transaction
Batches

This button will enable you to delete selected row(s) from the
interface table.
Refer to section: Correcting Errors and Reloading

This screen controls Transaction Batches.
The User can submit a concurrent program which imports
transactions from the interface table into the Projects application
tables. Once this action is performed data can then be viewed in
Oracle Projects.
The user can also delete batches from this screen.

View Concurrent
Requests

This icon allows you to view a concurrent request after an upload is
submitted (using the Wizard) from Transaction Wizard.

Refresh

This will refresh the line status of the records in the spreadsheet
after an upload is completed. It will show error or warning messages
as applicable. When the concurrent process has completed you
should refresh the worksheet to see the results.

Logging

Click the ‘Logging’ button before upload and a new worksheet will
record all actions taken by the Wizard. This new worksheet will be
labelled ‘M4A – Query Log’ and will hold all upload information.
This is helpful for support to ensure that More4Apps has all the
information required to resolve your issue.

Help

Click this icon for help on any of the functionality of this Wizard. The
three options are:
User Instructions – Link to the More4Apps Webpage to find
detailed explanation on the Wizard.
Release Notes – Link to the latest releases for the Wizard.
Product Support – Link to the ‘Contact Us’ page.

Refer to section: Transaction Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon
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Custom Query Ribbon

The following table provides a quick reference to the Custom Query Ribbon and its functions.
Excel 2007 or Later

Icon

Description/Functionality

Download Form

A form to enter the Query Set for downloading records to Excel.
Here you can also indicate if you want to print parent information,
whether you need to print column headers or use existing ones
and, if needed, what filters you would like to use to limit the
records to download.

Download from Sheet

When your headers are already printed on the spreadsheet you
can position your cursor right below them and click on this option
to download records. You will just need to pick the Query Set and
then click the Download button.

Print Column Headers

Before downloading records directly from the sheet you need to
click on the Print Column Headers option. Here you will also select
the row where the columns will be printed to.

Manage Queries

Load from File

This option will give you access to the Manage Query window
where you can create, modify and delete SQL queries and
responsibility access to query sets.

This option will import xml query set data contained in selected
worksheet cells into the instance you are connected to. This
feature is useful when writing custom query sets in one instance
and then needing to copy these across to other instances.
To achieve this simply use the ‘Export Queries’ feature in the
Custom Query ‘Edit Queries Using Form’ to copy the xml definitions
into your current worksheet.
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Then login to a different instance, select the cells containing the
downloaded query sets and click the ‘Load From File’ button to
import them into the current instance.

Refer to section: Transaction Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Transaction Wizard Ribbon
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Getting Started
This section provides a new user with tips on how to get started using GL Wizard.
1. Enable Macros – The worksheet requires the macros to be enabled.
Microsoft 2007 or Later – When the worksheet is first opened the following will appear on the
menu bar. Click on the ‘Enable Content’ button.

2. Unable to see Wizard Ribbons - If this occurs then your security settings are too high. Transaction
Wizard is written in VBA, and you must allow macros to run before you can run the program.
Close the worksheet, then from the Excel menu, navigate to the following based on your version of
Microsoft:
Microsoft 2007 or Later - Navigate to the ‘Developer’ tab, in the ‘Code’ group and click ‘Macro
Security’. In ‘Macro Settings’, select the “Disable all macros with notification”. Re-open the worksheet
and you should receive the message shown above.
Note - If the ‘Developer’ tab did not display, click File > Options > Customize Ribbon. In the ‘Main
Tabs’ section, select ‘Developer’ and click ‘OK’. You should now be able to go back to the ‘Developer’
tab to make the security changes.
Refer to section: Enable Macros/Cannot Access Wizard Ribbons
3. Wizard Ribbons – Please see the note below for details on the ribbon’s provided by the Wizard.
Refer to section: Ribbons
4. Trial Version - If you are using the trial version it will log you out after 5 records have been
uploaded. You will need to log in again to continue. There are no other constraints in the trial
version.
5. Row 9 - The column names are stored in row 9. These are fixed and cannot be changed. Do NOT
insert or delete rows before row 11 (Row 10 Default Values row). The case of the column names is
not important but spelling is. If you change the column name in row 9, you have in effect deleted the
column as far as the program is concerned. You can move the columns anywhere you like, hide, or
even delete them if they are not required.
6. Row 10 - This row is used to enter Default Values. Any data here will be defaulted into the same
record where no data exists in the worksheet.
Refer to section: Default Values
7. Populate the Worksheet - There are a number of options available to populate the worksheet:
•

You can type or paste the relevant values directly into the worksheet (No validation is performed
until you run the upload program).

•

You can use the data entry forms provided to enter and validate the values.

•

You can download existing data and use this as the starting point to create new records. Note If you are downloading an existing record to create a new one you need to remove the IDs of the
existing records.

Refer to section: Enter Transactions
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8. Descriptive Flexfields (DFF’s) - In this Wizard only a couple of attribute flexfield columns are
displayed in order to reduce unnecessary clutter. For help on using DFF’s please refer to the online
documentation.
Refer to section: Descriptive Flexfields
9. Trouble Shooting - If you are having any problems using the Wizard, click on this link to search our
online solutions repository https://www.more4apps.com/Support/Solutions.html
If you encounter any problems or have any suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us at https://
www.more4apps.com/request-technical-assistance/
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Default Values
Row 10 of the Wizard is reserved for Default Values. Opening the data entry form will populate any
default values into blank rows below Row 10.
Any values that exist in the Default Values (Row10) where the column is hidden, will default.
Standard validation will apply if the defaulted value is not valid for the field.
Note – You cannot have a default ‘Quantity’ and therefore this field is coloured grey.
Default data can be derived from either:
Any manually entered value

A formula i.e. =TODAY()

A Profile Option i.e. PROFILE: <Profile Name>

Note: A PROFILE query must be prefixed with PROFILE: otherwise an error will be returned.
<Profile Name> is the profile name and not the 'User Profile Name' value. For example the profile: GL
Ledger ID has a profile name of 'GL_SET_OF_BKS_ID'
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Employee Name or Employee Number
You may choose to use Employee Name or Employee Number to display on your spreadsheet and the
‘Transaction Detail’ form.

If you use multiple Business Groups and have assigned the same employee number to more than one
employee, then you may still load that person’s timesheet, but you must store the Business Group Name
in the relevant column on the spreadsheet.
Changing the Choice
The choice is made by selecting the option on the Transaction Wizard ribbon. You can change this any
time you like. The only effect will be if you have data already in your worksheet. Changing the option
will cause any existing Employee Name/Numbers to fail validation.
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Create Adjustment Transactions
Using the Oracle Form
When Users transfer expenditure items from one project/task combination to another using the Oracle
Forms functionality, both of the new transactions (credit and debit) have references back to the original
transaction as follows:
1. The new reversal (transferred from) line has the original expenditure_item_id value in the
pa_expenditure_items_all.adjusted_expenditure_item_id field.
2. The new (transferred to) line has the original expenditure_item_id value in the
pa_expenditure_items_all.transferred_from_exp_item_id field.
Note: To date the Projects Interface does not update the
pa_expenditure_items_all.transferred_from_exp_item_id field in any way.

Using Transaction Wizard
The standard Oracle PRC: Transaction Import concurrent program will not automatically create reversal
transactions for the user. Using the Transaction Wizard, undertake the following steps:
1. Ensure the spreadsheet has the same Batch Source and other transaction settings as the
transactions to be transferred.

2. Enter a negative quantity/amount row into the Wizard and populate the ‘Trans Ref To Reverse’
column with the pa_expenditure_items_all.orig_transaction_reference value of the transaction this
line will reverse. The Wizard will then populate the following pa_transaction_interface_all columns
when uploaded:
(i)

reversed_orig_txn_reference with the original transaction reference in the Wizard.
When imported this will populate the original expenditure_item_id value into the
pa_expenditure_items_all.adjusted_expenditure_item_id field in the same way as the Oracle
form.

(ii)

unmatched_negative_txn_flag with "N" (meaning it is matched to a previous item).

3. Enter a new row into the Wizard for the correcting values, being the old data with a new project
or task (or both). If the ‘Trans Ref To Reverse’ column is populated on this row the value will be
ignored as it is not a reversal line.
4. Validate and upload the rows into the interface and import the transactions.

Two new expenditures will be created in Projects in the same way as the Oracle form:
•

The reversal line has its pa_expenditure_items_all.adjusted_expenditure_item_id populated with
the expenditure_item_id of the original transaction, thus creating an audit trail of the reversal.
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•

The new (non reversal) line contains no information in either the adjusted_expenditure_item_id or
transferred_from_exp_item_id fields.

As the new expenditure line does not contain any links to the original transaction, users may find they
require complete audit information relating to the new credit and debit lines.
To achieve this either enter the orig_transaction_reference/expenditure_item_id (with a suffix to
enforce uniqueness) in the ‘Original Reference’ column, or enter the actual value in a previously unused
descriptive flexfield (Wizard attribute field).
Note: Uniqueness is only required where the transaction source has not been configured to allow
duplicate references.
A simple script/report can then be written to retrieve all relevant rows from the
pa_expenditure_items_all table using the fields populated.
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Setting the Reverse Expenditures in a Future Period
Using Transaction Wizard
To use this feature, the user needs to enter a ‘Y’ or a ‘Yes’ value into the ‘Accrual Flag’ column in the
‘Accrual’ section of the Wizard.

However if some of the expenditure items in the same batch have the flag unset, or set to ‘N’ or ‘No’
Oracle projects will flag the entire batch as ‘Reverse Expenditures in a Future Period’ but only create
reversal expenditure items in the batch for those flagged as ‘Y’ or ‘Yes’.
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Customize Your List of Values
This section is common to all of our tools.
Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Customize your Lists of Values
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Create your own Additional Validation
From release 10.2.00 (29-Oct-2012) you can add your own site specific additional validation using the
supplied M4APS_TW_EXTENSION extension package.
During validation and upload Transaction Wizard checks the M4APS_TW_EXTENSION extension package
for any additional validation that may be required.
Note - The supplied procedure does nothing by default.
You add your own code to this package.
To cause the package to fail validation and report a message back to the Wizard the ‘p_message’
parameter must be set to a value. If the message is greater than 2000 characters it will be truncated.
To pass validation the ‘p_message’ parameter must be null;
For example, to reject a transaction based on an invalid project_id add this code to the
M4APS_TW_EXTENSION.VALIDATE_CALLOUT procedure:
if p_project_id < 0 and p_txn_interface_id is null then
p_message := 'Cannot validate transactions with a negative Project ID';
elsif
p_project_id < 0 and p_txn_interface_id is not null then
p_message := 'Cannot upload transactions with a negative Project ID';
end if;
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Descriptive Flexfields (DFF’s)
Transaction Wizard allows you to upload Descriptive Flexfields.
This functionality is common to all our tools.
Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Descriptive Flexfields
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Profile Options
Profile Options are common to all of our tools. To find the profile options applicable for this Wizard, navigate
to System Profile and enter More% TW% (Note the space before TW) as shown in the screenshot below
and select the ‘Find’ button.

The profile option applicable for this Wizard will show on the ‘System Profile Values’ form as shown below.

Many profile options can be set at the Site, Application, Responsibility or User level. Modify your search
in the ‘Find System Profile Options’ form to set options at the appropriate level.
Profile Options are installed when you log into an instance (from the Wizard) for the first time. If a profile
option is not available then you will need to re install your profile options. To do this, refer to the Reinstall
Profile Options available in the Common User Topics documentation.
Common Profile Options
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The following profile options are created for each of our products:
•

More4Apps: TW Allowed version - This profile option is similar to “More4Apps: AW Minimum
version” but is more restrictive. It will stop any version other than the listed version from
operating.

•

More4Apps: TW Automatically Assign User - If this is set to ‘Yes’ new Users will be automatically
assigned up to the maximum allowed by the licence key.

•

More4Apps: TW Banned - If this profile option is set to ‘Yes’ the Wizard will not operate. This can
be set at the site, responsibility or user level.

•

More4Apps: TW Custom Query Manager - This profile allows customers to nominate a user
to manage download queries. This is useful if the user lacks sysadmin access and cannot be
granted sysadmin. The profile is set up at the user level.

•

More4Apps: TW Latest version used - This profile option is for internal use only. It records the
highest version number used.

•

More4Apps: TW Licence Key - This profile holds the licence key for the Wizard. If you have no
licence key, then this field will hold ‘Trial Version’ as the licence key and some functionality will
be limited. For more details on licence keys refer to the following Installation and Configuration
Guide: Enter the Licence Key.

•

More4Apps: TW Limit to preset Application ID - Set this profile to ‘Yes’ to limit the selection of
user responsibilities to those assigned to the same application as the Wizard or set to ‘No’ or
leave blank to display all responsibilities assigned to the user.

•

More4Apps: TW Load Counter - This profile may exist in your Profile Option list but is no longer
used.
This profile was used when the Wizard was in trial mode and counted the number of transactions
completed before the Wizard logged out of the Oracle instance.

•

More4Apps: TW Minimum version - This profile option allows you to record the minimum
spreadsheet version number allowed. If the version number of the spreadsheet being used is
less than the recorded value, then the Wizard will not operate.

•

More4Apps: TW Named User - This profile enables you to control the named users for Transaction
Wizard and is set at the User level in Oracle. For more details on how to set up named users
refer to the following Installation and Configuration Guide: Add Named Users.

•

More4Apps: TW Nominated Sysadmin for user maintenance - This profile can be set to allow a
nominated Oracle username which doesn't have System Administrator profile value access to
maintain users for this product. Other users that do have System Administrator profile access can
still maintain product users if this profile is set to a different person.
Note – This profile option is only available for clients with Wizard versions containing ‘Common
Modules’ version 204 and greater.

•

More4Apps: TW Suppress Custom Query Functionality - This functionality can be suppressed by
setting the profile option to ‘Yes’ at the user, responsibility or site level. When this profile option
is set (at the appropriate level), selection of any custom query icon will produce a message of
‘The custom query functionality has been disabled by your System Administrator. Please contact
your System Administrator’.
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•

More4Apps: TW Timeout Seconds Override – This profile option allows users to override the
site level timeout seconds and specify their own value for the Wizard to timeout. Please note
however, that this profile option is no longer used by the Wizard and is Obsolete.

Product Specific Profile Options
The following profile options are specific to Transaction Wizard:
•

More4Apps: TW Allow MS-Word autocorrect characters - This profile can be set to prevent MSWord AutoCorrect characters (which are non-ASCII) from being loaded – If these are loaded it can
cause data corruption.

•

More4Apps: TW Batch Name Mandatory – This profile can be set to Yes, which will not allow users
to submit the Transaction Interface Concurrent Program when the Batch Name value is empty on
the worksheet.

•

More4Apps: TW Block Multi-Sheet option - The Transaction Wizard allows you to process multiple
worksheets. If you select ‘Yes’ for this profile option, the user will be prevented from processing
multiple sheets at the same time.

•

More4Apps: TW Ignore Week Ending Date – Set this profile to ‘Yes’ to allow users to enter any
given week ending date in the future. Set to ‘No’ or leave blank to use either the item date or the
week ending date of the current week.

•

More4Apps: TW Open GL Periods Only - This Yes/No profile option limits the available
Expenditure Item Dates to those in open GL periods. The profile option can be set at any level.

•

More4Apps: TW Open PA Periods Only - If this profile option is set to ‘Yes’ it will stop the
Transaction Wizard from accepting dates for transactions that are not in open PA periods.

•

More4Apps: TW Unicode Encoding Option - This profile determines if character sets used by
different applications are converted. By default, this is set to ‘Automatic’ and should not be
changed unless advised by More4Apps Support.

•

More4Apps: TW Suppress the Operating Unit form on Login - This stops the select ‘Operating
Units’ form coming up on login where there are multiple operating units and a default Operating
Unit has been specified.

•

More4Apps: TW Validate Only - Set this profile option to ‘Yes’ at the user level will prevent the
user from uploading data. The user will be only be able to validate the data, which uses the
Wizard validation.
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Trouble Shooting
If you are having any problems using the Wizard, click on this link to search our online solutions repository
https://www.more4apps.com/Support/Solutions.html
If you are unable to find a solution or have any suggestions, please contact us at https://
www.more4apps.com/request-technical-assistance/
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Licence Keys, Named Users & Installation
The instructions for product installation, setting up the list of instances, using licence keys and adding
named Users are in the Installation and Configuration Guide.
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Release Notes
Click on this link to navigate to the Transaction Wizard Release Notes
This link is also available from the Product Page on the website.
This user documentation is based on TW Release Version 12.3.04
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